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Abstract- Tbis research investigate the concept
of secret sbaring scbeme based on Shamir's
secret sharing. Tbe goal of this researcb is to
implement secret sharing scheme for
collaborative access system which are ideally
suited to application in which a group of
mutually suspicious individuals with conflicting
interest must cooperate. In (q,n) secret sharing,
a quorum, q of a group of n users are allowed to
access tbe system by baving tbe quorum
reconstruct a secret(key), less than quorum can
gain no information. Lost or stolen share still
ensure the security of resources.
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INTRODUCTION

Innovations of recent technology in computing,
user interfaces and computer networking are
enhancing the development of computer facilities
that enable people to work together more
efficiently and conveniently [7]. The field that
deals with the development of such facilities is
generally termed Computer Supported
Collaborative Work (CSCW). The purpose of
CSCW is to provide computer suppon that
facilitates co-operation between users.

The increased attention on CSCW brings with it
a need for security in the development of group
applications. Much work has been done on the
technological aspects of CSCW: the problems of
how one actually provides computer suppon for
co-operation [8]. However, the aspect of
information security of CSCW technology has not
received much attention, which encourages
research on the security issues in CSCW [\6].

The lack of security in general in CSC W has
been raised by Teufal et al.[16]. This security
deficiencies in CSCW system can be handled by
incorporating security services, based on following
security requirements [10]: Preventing
unauthorised users accessing or participating in the
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CSCW system, ensuring against disclosure of
information flow in the CSCW system and ensuring
against disclosure of information stored in the CSCW
system. In this paper we are proposing the
implementation of secret sharing scheme for secure
access control services for synchronous distributes
collaborative system operating over the World Wide
Web. The paper extend the work done by Maarof [10]
by extending the External Security Layer (ESL) that
provides a· secure access control process for
collaborative system. The used of World Wide Web
(WWW) across the Internet has increased
tremendously, both in terms of number of users and the
amount of activity. It popularity provides unifonn
access to applications, its platform independence allows
uniform user-interfaces for applications. It offers a
great deal of potential for the developers of
collaborative technologies, both as an enabling
infrastructure and a platform for integration with
existing end-user environments [I].

Secret sharing schemes are one of the most important
primitives in distributed system and useful in any
imponant action that requires the concurrence of
several designated people to be initiated, also used in
the management of cryptographic keys and multi-pany
secure protocols [3][4]. The secret sharing scheme
implemented based on Shamir's Secret Sharing [13].
The goal of this research is to implement secret sharing
scheme for collaborative access system which are
ideally suited to application in which a group of
mutually suspicious individuals with conflicting interest
must cooperate. [n (q,n) secret sharing, a quorum, q of
a group of n users are allowed to access the system by
having the quorum reconstruct a secret(key), less than
quorum can gain no information.

II BACKGROUND

Shen and Dewan [15], Kanawati & Riveill [9], and
Coulouris & Dollimore [5] in their research focus on
access control issues for collaborative environments.
Shen & Dewan [IS] in their work stated that there has
been much research done in computer applications for
facilitating collaboration among multiple distributed
users but there has been relatively little works done in
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controlling access to the collaboration. Almost all
available collaborative systems or groupware
applications provide all collaborators or users with
the same rights [9][15].

Secret Sharing Schemes

Secret sharing schemes were first introduced by
Shamir [13] and Blakley [2] in 1979, and
subsequently have been studied by numerous other
authors and researcher. A secret sharing scheme is
a system that is designed to protect a secret piece
of information among a group of users in such a
way that only certain subsets of users can jointly
reconstruct the secret. whereas other subsets of
users can ideally not obtain any information about
the secret. The collection of subsets that can access
the secret is called the access structure of the secret
sharing scheme.

Shamir's Secret Sharing Scheme

In general (q,n) threshold scheme or secret
sharing problem has the following charecteristic
[13) :

1. A secret S is divided into n pieces. or shares;
2. Knowledge of quorum q or more allows S to

be easily computed;
3. Knowledge of q-l or less pieces reveals no

information about S.

Once they have q shares, 5, ...5q they can create q
equations. To find S , they need only solve for S and
each al in the following system of equations:

/(31) = 3( H1-13rl +... +12t3l +S
/(32) =3IHI-l3fl +"'Hl3dS

where p and each f(51)' 51 are known.

To solve for S and a,... 3 ...10 all that is required is to
solve for q unknowns with q equations in a modulo
field. In matrix form (u = Mv, where u and M are
known) this is:

/(3d 3; ;-1 3l 11 3l a;-l
/(32) 3~
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known known unknown

All that is needed to solve for v (and thus S ) is a
simple matrix inversion modulo p and multiplication.

Proof of Correctness

A participant with q - l(or less) shares can
gain obsolutely no information about the secret.

ProotAssuming that a participant does have shares, he
can create the following:

To find , he has to solve for unknowns with only q - I
equations. The best he can do is create an equation for
with one degree of freedom, which gives no
information about the actual value of S.

There are several useful properties of the secret
sharing compared to mechanical locks and keys
solution as :
• The size of each piece does not exceed the size

of original data.
• When q is kept fixed. Si pieces can be

dynamically deleted or added without
effecting the other D.

• Si pieces are easy to change without changing
the original data, S.

• Hierarchical access. Instead of giving one
share to everyone, prioritize people according
to authority [12].

,,[ +0t-l"r
1 + +01'1 +S

"i +0t-l"r1 + +01'" +S
(mod p)
(mod p)

(modp)

Selberg [12] describes that in Shamir's original
protocol, a Dealer, the person who knows the
secret, creates a polynomial f(x) of the form:

III RESULT AND DISSCUSION

where the coefficients a, ... a...1 are chosen
independently from [0, p). S is the secret and p is a
large public prime.

The Dealer sends to each participant C1",Cn fO)
(assume that the participants know their index).
Hereafter, we will refer to f(i) as C1 's share s .
When q participants desire to recompute the
secret, they exchange their shares with each other.
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Threshold(3,5) are chosen in the system development
based on literature where there are many researchers
[12] [6] used this good combination. In general, the
threshold depends on total number of participant
involved in the collaborative system.

In this scheme the dealer selects at polynomial of
degree (q-I) over f{x). The polynomial has the
following form :



Figure 3.I(a) shows the user request a share from
Dealer(server) by sending his user ill. While the
Combiner receive the request from users it will
send a share consists two value, x and y(Figure
3.1(b). Shares are transferred as an object and
stored in array(vector).

• The second is called the Combiner module that
collects shares from the users and recompute or
reconstruct the secret only for set of shares
belonging to the access structure using matrix. The
combiner takes shares from the participants (Figure
3.2(a» and determines F(x) by Lagrangian
interpolation. This always succeeds if the combiner
has at least q different shares, but fails if the
number of shares is less than q (Figure 3.2 (b».

getPermission(x,y) lin
-----_.......~

~combiner
~ (server)s.

node I : (1,12) node2: (2,5) node3: (3,15)

where the coefficients a; for i = 0, ....k-I are chosen
randomly and uniformly from GF(x). The secret
key is S = f(0). First the secret is split into five
parts, with any three parts sufficient to reconstruct
it. The reconstruct secret will be compared with the
original before aCCeSs permission is granted to
users. The following example illustrate the secret
reconstruction process:

12 = l+a+b+S(modI7)
5 = 8 + 4a + 2b + S (mod 17)

15 = 27 + 9a + 3b + S (mod 17)

Normal substitution would result in the following
equations:

and has distributed the fo llowing point to node I,
node2 and node3 :

Assuming that the secret S is 13 and the
polynomial has created:

which translates into the following matrix form :

which results in [a, b, S] = (11,4,13] using
Backward Substitution Method.

qourum of three
clients

(a)

(b)

permissionDeniedMsg()

/ permissionGranted() -...... liD
s..~-----~

S. --------- combmer

qourum of three
clients

(mod 17)

s.

nlJ [I In~
~4 = : ~ U~

There are two modules in the development
which based on Shamir's secret sharing scheme
algorithm.

• The first is called the Dealer module, responsible
in generating and distributing shares among the
users(client) of collaborative system.

client ~erver

(a) Figure 3.2 : Combiner process

client

~ OQ
dealerDistribute(x,y) .

server

(b)

Figure 3.1 : Dealer process

Each participant holds their share of the same
"weight". In other words, all participants are equal in
their ability to recover secret and aCCess the groupware.
By implementing the secret sharing scheme as a access
control mechanism make a groupware system more
reliable and secure[12]. There are two level of
authorisation checking. First, only authorised users can
get a share which can be determine from the user !D.
Second, reconstructing secret process can. be a joint
authorisation process.
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Possibility for intruder get access into the system
is small because they need to have three copies of
shares in order to reconstruct the secret. So if one
share are fall into intruder hand, resources and
information of the system are still safe. Secret
sharing scheme also make access control process
flexible, with few different set of quorum can
reconstruct the secret.

Key management is the set of techniques and
procedures supporting the establishment and
maintenance of keying relationship between
authorised parties [11]. In secret sharing scheme,
moderator generate the secret (key) and distribute
the shares among the users. Each user has herlhis
own share which is used to reconstruct the secret
with another two users. After secret reconstruction
process, combiner will compare the secret with an
original secret before an access permission is
granted to the users. If the number of users is less
than three, they have to wait for other users to
fulfill the secret reconstruction requirement.
Meanwhile, if the number of users is greater than
the number of quorum, user is allowed to

. reconstruct the secret directly with any two users
who had already granted an access.

IV CONCLUSION

Future work on collaborative access system and
secret sharing scheme concentrates in overcoming
the constraints and limitations[ 12]. They are :

• Hierarchical access. Instead of giving one
share to every groupware users, another
logical approach in deploying secret sharing
scheme is to rank the access according to
authority. In a business for example, we can
give the CEO q shares, for each member of the
board q/2 shares and for each manager q/3
shares. Thus rather than requiring q users to
convene, all that is necessary is to gather users
whom together have q shares.

• Share encryption. If anything happen during
the transmission between client and server,
intruder cannot get an original value of share.

• Smart card To store the quorum complement
with Authentication Protocol.

The implementation of the secret sharing scheme
as a access control mechanism make a groupware
system more reliable and secure. Possibility for
intruder get access into the system is small because
they need to have three copies of shares in order to
reconstruct the secret. So if one share are fall into
intruder hand, resources and information of the
system are still safe.

As a conclusion the implementation of the secret
sharing scheme into the collaborative system
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extend the current technology of the groupware by
enhancing the access control process.
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